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Most of us know that 
clean fuel is necessary 
for the high-pressure 
common rail fuel injec-
tors (HPCR) used in 

today’s Tier 4 Final engines. Fuel 
system pressures approaching 
40,000 psi require particle filtration 
as small as one or two microns.  

The problem is that as fuel system 
requirements are becoming more 
stringent, actual diesel fuel quality is 
going down. 

Maintaining diesel fuel quality 
and cleanliness has never been 
easy. To give you an idea of how 
long the industry has been dealing 
with this issue, a Caterpillar Op-
erators Manual published 90 years 
ago stated “dirt and water causes 
90 percent of all the problems with 
diesel fuel systems.”  

So, who is designated with that 
responsibility? The old adage, “When 
it’s everyone’s job, it is no ones’ job” 
seems to be the modus operandi for 
most companies. Nonetheless, it’s 
now critical for operators, mechan-
ics, fleet managers and fuel suppliers 
to pay even more attention to the 
issue of diesel fuel cleanliness.

Lubricity challenges 
resulting from ULSD

In 2006, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency mandated the 
shift from low sulfur to ultra low 

sulfur diesel (ULSD), reducing sulfur 
in the fuel from 500 parts per million 
(ppm) to 15 ppm.  After the transi-
tion to ULSD people started com-
plaining about higher than normal 
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FROM THE REFINERY TO THE DELIVERY 
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corrosion in diesel fuel storage 
tanks, fuel dispensing pumps and 
related piping configurations.  

One of the concerns with ULSD 
fuel was lack of lubricity. The 
cheapest way to remove sulfur dur-
ing refining involves hydrotreating, 
a process that removes sulfur and 
cetane by treating it with hydrogen. 
Unfortunately, hydrogen is highly 
reactive and also reduces the lubric-
ity, or lubrication properties, of the 
end-product.  

Sulfur serves as a lubricating 
medium and the reduction of that 
sulfur (from 500 ppm to 15 ppm) 
causes a reduction in lubricity.  
After numerous complaints, refiners 
started adding lubricity additives to 
the process to compensate. Many 
people who service equipment still 
complain of evidence of poor lu-
bricity, especially in older engines.  

Diesel is a perishable 
commodity

Even if everything else is managed 
correctly, when you store diesel 
over time, chemical reactions can 
compromise the fuel’s quality and 
cleanliness. There are two main 
types of chemical reactions. One 
is oxidation, which occurs when 
the fuel is exposed to oxygen or 
oxygen-bearing matter. The second 
reaction is hydrolysis, which occurs 
when the fuel is exposed to water.  

Both reactions produce chain re-
actions within the fuel, resulting in 
a fuel that appears darker in color 
and more translucent. Contami-
nates produced under these condi-
tions include varnishes, gums and 
sludge that separate out of the fuel 
and settle. 

Most all diesel fuel, including 
ULSD, has a shelf life from three to 
six months. This can be extended 
by adding stabilizers, restricting wa-
ter intake through proper storage, 
filtration and restricting heat.  But 
diesel is far more susceptible to wa-
ter solubility issues than gasoline.  

Ethanol creeping into 
diesel supplies

Another problem that’s cropping up 
is corrosive damage to diesel stor-
age tanks. This once took years but 
now happens in mere months.  

According to a study conducted 
by the Clean Diesel Fuel Alliance, 
“Diesel tanks suffering from ex-
treme corrosion contained trace 
amounts of ethanol and had low 
pH values in the 2.5 range. A low 
pH value means the fuel is high in 
acid. A pH level below 7 is consid-
ered acidic; those below 5.5 to 5.6 
are considered problematic. The 
low pH from the study was a result 
of acid from the bacterial interac-
tion, in particular from a bacteria 
called acetobacter, which is attract-
ed to ethanol.  

So how did the ethanol get into 
the diesel?

One possible source is the issue 
of “switch loading.” Fuel-hauling 
tanker trucks are not used exclu-
sively for one particular fuel. One 
day they could be transporting 
ethanol-blended gasoline and the 
next day transporting diesel. The 
ethanol gasoline remaining in the 

bottom of the tanker from yesterday 
would end up mixing with diesel 
fuel for today’s run. 

Water: an ever present 
concern 

Because diesel is heavier than 
gasoline, water is more soluble 
and more readily held in suspen-
sion in gasoline as compared to 
diesel. This is especially true of 
ethanol-supplemented gasoline. 
Also, volatility (how easily a fuel 
vaporizes) is lower in diesel than 
gasoline, which allows air and 
dampness to penetrate the diesel 
fuel in both vehicle and bulk stor-
age tanks more quickly than with 
gasoline. 

Additionally, diesel fuel tanks 
are subject to water condensation 
because, unlike gasoline, diesel 
fuel has no vapor pressure to 
displace or push out air. When a 
fuel tank warms up on hot days, 
the air expands and is forced out.  
As the tank cools at night, thermal 
contraction causes humid air to be 
sucked back into the tank and wa-
ter condenses on the cooler inner 
tank wall surfaces.  
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Since some water is inevitable, 
one solution is a routine 
treatment of fuel storage 
tanks with a biocide treatment 
program to kill tank bacteria 
microbes.”

“



A 7-degree difference in air 
temperatures can cause this to be 
an issue. This is one reason to 
keep diesel fuel tanks topped off, 
if possible. A full tank provides 
less surface area for condensation 
droplets to collect.

Then there are poor mainte-
nance practices. Water can enter 
a fuel system through a defective 
or poorly sealed tank, an open fill 
port, or when rain enters a drum 
through a bung plug or chime that 
has been left open or unsealed.  
Or it can simply be transferred 
from another tank that is contami-
nated with water, like bulk fuel 
transport tanks.

Water + diesel = microbes 
and sludge

The presence of water in diesel 
fuel also adds to the problem of 
microbial growth.  Fungus, mold 
and other types of bacteria can 
flourish and use diesel fuel as a 
food source. The residue and re-

sulting bonding from this bacteria 
damages fuel quality, clogs filters 
and can lead to equipment failure. 

Diesel fuel will always contain 
a certain level of water content. 
The objective is to keep this water 
content within suitable limits, 
which is well below the saturation 
point. Since some water is inevita-
ble, one solution is a routine treat-
ment of fuel storage tanks with a 
biocide treatment program to kill 
tank bacteria microbes.

Drain it, filter it, or block
it with nitrogen

The ideal way to remove large 
volumes of settled water in diesel 
is to drain the tank. Of course this 
is neither economical nor expedi-
ent but would be needed for high 
levels of water contamination. The 
good news is ambient moisture 
and condensate can be restricted 
from entering the diesel through 
the use of appropriate desiccant 
breathers in combination with a 
dry air or nitrogen blanket.  

Nitrogen blanketing is an effec-
tive means to store highly volatile 
substances or substances disposed 
to oxidation issues. Tank blanket-

ing with nitrogen (an inert gas) is 
a safe and reliable technique.  

Humid or moist air in the head 
space is replaced by pure inert and 
dry nitrogen. A valve control sys-
tem causes the tank, as it fills and 
empties, to have the dead space 
of oxygen replaced with carefully 
regulated nitrogen gas.  It serves as 
a protective blanket, thus the term 
nitrogen blanket or tank blanket-
ing. When we were in the deserts 
of Oman, we used these blankets 
due to the high day and low night 
temperatures. They worked well 
under these conditions.

Filtration is your
responsibility 

According to Rick Romney, mining 
manager for McLellan Industries, 
Hanford, California, “One never 
knows what is being contaminated 
in storage tanks, via nozzles or 
everyday work habits, McLellan 
provides a double headed filter 
visibly mounted on their fuel/lube 
trucks so the operator knows it 
is there and that the filters need 
regular PMs the same as the truck 
or equipment.” A PM can be 
generated to routinely service and 
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A dessicant breather on your bulk 
diesel storage tank can eliminate 
much of the water vapor that 

would otherwise condense on the inside 
of the tank when temperatures cool down 
overnight.

It is absolutely critical that the 
equipment owner address fuel 
filtration at the inlet and outlet 
of any storage tank within their 
operation.”

“

Source: Donaldson Filtration
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inspect these filters.  
Bob Shipman, chief engineer at 

Carco Industries, Portland, Or-
egon, estimated that “only four 
out of 10 fuel/lube truck buyers 
are really concerned about fuel 
filtration.” Carco is a major manu-
facturer of lubrication and service 
equipment for the construction, 
aggregate and mining industries.  
To address these needs, Carco 
utilizes filtration products from 
Cim-Tek for meeting any required 
requests for fuel filtration on their 
fuel/lube trucks.   

Get technical with
your suppliers

Other than good diesel stor-
age protocols and housekeeping 
practices, what can an equip-
ment owner or fleet manager do? 
Perhaps the best place to start is to 
ask your fuel supplier to provide 

the Certificate of Analysis for the 
fuel you are purchasing, which will 
include the formulation date.

You can also ask your equip-
ment dealer to supply you with 
the minimum OEM recommended 
ISO Code for fuel cleanliness that 
will provide adequate service 
life for the fuel system on your 
machines. After all, refiners must 
conform to the ASTM (American 
Society for Testing and Materi-
als) D975 standard that addresses 
parameters such as cloud point, 
water and sediment, viscosity, sul-
fur, cetane number and lubricity 
when they dump diesel fuel into 
the pipeline. 

Filter to ISO fuel
cleanliness specs

Note, however that this fuel may 
pass through three or more storage 
tanks where contamination can oc-

cur before it reaches your equip-
ment. Because of this scenario, it is 
absolutely critical that the equip-
ment owner address fuel filtra-
tion at the inlet and outlet of any 
storage tank within their operation. 
The goal for fuel cleanliness enter-
ing and exiting a bulk fuel tank 
(stationary or mobile) should meet 
ISO Code 4406 for contamination.   

With proper filtration, this spec 
can be achieved. The recom-
mended ISO values for Code 4406 
are 18/16/13. For example: An ISO 
cleanliness code of 18/16/13 refers 
to the following: 18 = 4 micron 
particles, 16 = 6 micron particles, 
and 13 = 14 micron particles. Add-
ing filtration at the inlet and outlet 
points just makes sense. It directly 
impacts fleet reliability and repair 
costs. 

New rules will make fuel quality 
even more important.
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If you would like to further your knowledge on the topic 
of fuels filtration check out www.pecofacet.com. PECO-
Facet is a worldwide filtration manufacturing company 
located in Mineral Wells, Texas. The company operates 
in the oil and gas industries, aviation industry and in 
industries where fluids filtration is paramount to safety 
and operational efficiency. The company operates a Fuels 
Technology Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma and a Natural Gas 
Technology Center in Mineral Wells, Texas.

On July 13, 2015, federal regulators formally 
published their Phase 2 GHG (Green House Gas) 
Emissions Reduction Proposal that will tighten 
greenhouse-gas emissions for trucks, improve their 
fuel economy and regulate trailer efficiency for the 
first time. 

The tougher standards for medium and heavy-duty 
trucks would not be phased in until 2021 through 
2027, but unless there is a drastic re-design of the 
diesel engine and its fuel injection system, clean 
fuel will become even more important in trucks 
than it is today. 


